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  Chat Apps AMC College, This manual serves a step by step
guide on how to use most of the poopular Chat Application
available nowadays including WhatsApp, Line, Kakao Talk and
WeChat.
  Emerging Perspectives on the Mobile Content Evolution
Aguado, Juan Miguel,2015-09-21 In less than a decade, mobile
technology has revolutionized our cultures, societies, and
economies by impacting both personal and professional aspects of
human life. Mobile technology has therefore become the fastest
diffusing technology in history, expanding and transforming
existent possibilities by making technology accessible and
ubiquitous. Emerging Perspectives on the Mobile Content
Evolution seeks a better understanding of the centrality of mobile
content in the recent and coming evolution of both the ICT
ecosystem and the media industry. This publication appeals to a
broad audience within the interdisciplinary field of media studies,
covering topic areas such as journalism, marketing and
advertising, broadcasting, information management, media
management, media economics, media- and technology-related
public policies, media sociology, audience/consumption studies,
and arts. This publication presents a multi-disciplinary discussion
through a collection of academic chapters covering topics such as
mobile communications and entrepreneurship, reflection on
wearables and innovation, personal and mobile healthcare, mobile
journalism and innovation, and behavioral targeting in the mobile
ecosystem.
  Big Data: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications Management Association, Information
Resources,2016-04-20 The digital age has presented an
exponential growth in the amount of data available to individuals
looking to draw conclusions based on given or collected
information across industries. Challenges associated with the
analysis, security, sharing, storage, and visualization of large and
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complex data sets continue to plague data scientists and analysts
alike as traditional data processing applications struggle to
adequately manage big data. Big Data: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications is a multi-volume compendium of
research-based perspectives and solutions within the realm of
large-scale and complex data sets. Taking a multidisciplinary
approach, this publication presents exhaustive coverage of crucial
topics in the field of big data including diverse applications,
storage solutions, analysis techniques, and methods for searching
and transferring large data sets, in addition to security issues.
Emphasizing essential research in the field of data science, this
publication is an ideal reference source for data analysts, IT
professionals, researchers, and academics.
  Case Studies on the Regulatory Challenges Raised by
Innovation and the Regulatory Responses OECD,Korea
Development Institute,2021-12-14 The pace and scope of
innovation are challenging the way governments regulate.
Existing regulatory frameworks might not be agile enough to
accommodate the fast pace of technological development and, as
a consequence, rules might become outdated.
  Korea’s Platform Empire Seongcheol Kim,Dal Yong
Jin,2024-06-07 Korea’s Platform Empire explores the evolution of
digital platforms in South Korea’s media sphere, and their global
political, economic, cultural, and technological influence. With a
focus on Korea in the context of the global platform revolution,
the book takes a methodical look at the broader social
implications and the impact on cultural production. The authors
explore various facets of the media and cultural
industries—looking beyond social media to news broadcasting
and the music industry—and look at the policy and regulations
behind this shifting technological advancement. This book will
appeal to students and scholars working on media industries,
digital media, platform studies, information and technology
studies, Korean and East Asian media studies, and the creative
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and cultural industries.
  Smartland Korea Dal Yong Jin,2017-02-20 An engaging and
comprehensive look at the Korean smartphone industry and
culture
  Action Research Ernest T. Stringer,Alfredo Ortiz
Aragón,2020-08-26 Action Research is an invaluable guide to both
novice and experienced researchers from a diversity of
disciplines, backgrounds, and levels of study for understanding
how action research works in real-life contexts. The Fifth Edition
builds on the experiences of the authors by acknowledging the
dramatic changes taking place in our everyday lives, including
developments of social and digital media that have become
central to modern life. Author Ernest T. Stringer and new co-
author Alfredo Ortiz Aragón aim to provide a meaningful
methodology arising from their extensive field experience for both
students and practitioners. Presenting research that produces
practical, effective, and sustainable outcomes to real-world
problems, Action Research helps students see the value of their
research in a broader context, beyond academia, to effecting
change on a larger scale. Additional resources can be found at the
authors’ website
  Digital Platforms, Imperialism and Political Culture Dal
Yong Jin,2015-03-24 In the networked twenty-first century, digital
platforms have significantly influenced capital accumulation and
digital culture. Platforms, such as social network sites (e.g.
Facebook), search engines (e.g. Google), and smartphones (e.g.
iPhone), are increasingly crucial because they function as major
digital media intermediaries. Emerging companies in non-
Western countries have created unique platforms, controlling
their own national markets and competing with Western-based
platform empires in the global markets. The reality though is that
only a handful of Western countries, primarily the U.S., have
dominated the global platform markets, resulting in capital
accumulation in the hands of a few mega platform owners. This
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book contributes to the platform imperialism discourse by
mapping out several core areas of platform imperialism, such as
intellectual property, the global digital divide, and free labor,
focusing on the role of the nation-state alongside transnational
capital.
  Korean International Students and the Making of Racialized
Transnational Elites Sung-Choon Park,2020-01-31 By examining
privileged and highly skilled Asian migrants, such as international
students who acquire legal permanent residency in the United
States, this book registers and traces these transnational figures
as racialized transnational elites and illuminates the
intersectionality and reconfiguration of race, class, ethnicity, and
nationality. Using in-depth interviews with Korean international
students in New York City and Koreans in South Korea as a case
study, this book argues that racialized transnational elites are
embedded in racial and ethnic dynamics in the United States as
well as in class and nationalist conflicts with non-migrant co-
ethnics in the sending country. Sung-Choon Park further argues
that strategic responses to the local, social dynamics shape
transnational practices such as diaspora-building, transfer of
knowledge, conversion of cultural capital, and cross-border
communication about race, causing heterogeneous social
consequences in both societies.
  Understanding Korean Webtoon Culture Dal Yong
Jin,2023-11-20 Webtoons—a form of comic that are typically
published digitally in chapter form—are the latest manifestation
of the Korean Wave of popular culture that has increasingly
caught on across the globe, especially among youth. Originally
distributed via the Internet, they are now increasingly distributed
through smartphones to ravenous readers in Korea and around
the world. The rise of webtoons has fundamentally altered the
Korean cultural market due to the growth of transmedia
storytelling—the flow of a story from the original text to various
other media platforms, such as films, television, and digital
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games—and the convergence of cultural content and digital
technologies. Fans can enjoy this content anytime and anywhere,
either purely as webtoons or as webtoon-based big-screen
culture. Understanding Korean Webtoon Culture analyzes
webtoons through the lens of emerging digital cultures and
discusses relevant cultural perspectives by combining two
different, yet connected approaches, political economy and
cultural studies. The book demonstrates the dynamics between
structural forces and textual engagement in global media flows,
and it illuminates snack-culture and binge-reading as two new
forms of digital culture that webtoon platforms capitalize on to
capture people’s shifting media consumption.
  Secure and Intelligent IoT-Enabled Smart Cities Singh,
Sushil Kumar,Tanwar, Sudeep,Jadeja, Rajendrasinh,Singh,
Saurabh,Polkowski, Zdzislaw,2024-04-01 Smart cities are
experiencing a rapid evolution. The integration of technologies
such as 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI),
and blockchain has ushered in transformative applications,
enhancing the quality of urban life. However, this evolution
comes with its own challenges, most notably in security and
privacy. Secure and Intelligent IoT-Enabled Smart Cities
addresses these concerns, exploring theoretical frameworks and
empirical research findings. The book embarks on the
foundational elements of the Internet of Things, delving into the
convergence of IoT and smart city applications, elucidating the
layered architecture of IoT, and highlighting the security issues
inherent in IoT-enabled Smart Cities. This book pinpoints the
challenges smart city infrastructures face and offers innovative
and pragmatic solutions to fortify their security. This book targets
professionals and researchers immersed in the dynamic field of
secure and intelligent environments within IoT-enabled smart city
applications. It is a valuable resource for executives grappling
with the strategic implications of emerging technologies in smart
healthcare, smart parking, smart manufacturing, smart
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transportation, and beyond.
  Transformation of Korean Politics and Administration
Tobin Im,2022-05-09 Transformation of Korean Politics and
Administration: A 30 Year Retrospective retraces critical turning
points in Korean history as seen from the historical path
dependence theory to help explain the significant changes that
have occurred in the major pillars of the Korean politics and
administration.
  Driving Digital Transformation: Lessons from Building
the First ASEAN Digital Bank Dr. Dennis Khoo,2021-09-10
Traditional banks are facing unprecedented disruption from
challenger banks today. So why aren’t more of them launching
challenger banks of their own? Well, two high-profile examples –
JP Morgan’s Finn and RBS’s Bo – were launched with much
fanfare, but both shuttered after less than a year. In light of this,
the success of TMRW digital bank by UOB, launched in Thailand
in 2019 and Indonesia in 2020, is astonishing. Dr Dennis Khoo,
who created TMRW, shares with us the thinking behind the
design of this revolutionary undertaking. At every step of the way,
he and his team went against established paradigms and bucked
conventional wisdom to build ASEAN’s first digital bank. Filled
with visionary analysis and on-the-ground guidance, Driving
Digital Transformation demonstrates how this success can be
replicated across all industries. For any leader or organisation
starting on a major digital initiative, this book is a must-read.
“What makes this playbook particularly valuable is that it is
written by Dennis Khoo, one of the sharpest minds in the
industry.” – Mary Huen, CEO, Standard Chartered Hong Kong
  Global Investing Darrin Erickson,2022-11-29 Identify and
invest in the world’s best performing companies In Global
Investing: A Practical Guide to the World’s Best Financial
Opportunities, veteran portfolio manager Darrin Erickson walks
readers through how to best analyze, understand, and invest in
leading global businesses. In the book, you’ll discover how you
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can improve the performance of your investment portfolio by
taking advantage of opportunities that exist outside of the
borders of the country you happen to inhabit. The author
discusses how to identify and make investments around the world
in effective and efficient ways, and how to successfully manage
the risks associated with investing in a foreign country. You’ll also
find: Relevant information about key stock markets around the
world Insights into the underlying dynamics of the world’s major
global industries Fulsome discussions on how to evaluate
companies within each global industry Advice on how to construct
a portfolio of global stocks that will help you to build wealth and
protect it during times of stock market weakness Descriptions of
free and paid tools that belong on the radar of every successful
global investor An indispensable and accessible resource for
investors with a desire to engage with the world’s financial
markets, Global Investing is a must-read handbook for any
investor seeking to expand their horizons beyond their own
country’s borders.
  Brand Management Emmanuel Mogaji,2021-04-02 Branding
is an increasingly important part of business strategy for all types
of businesses, including start-ups, SMEs, NGOs, and large
corporations. This textbook provides an introduction to brand
management that can be applied to all these types of
organizations. Using story-telling to guide the reader through the
main concepts, theories and emerging issues, it offers a
theoretical and applied perspective to brand management.
Highlighting the relationship between different brand concepts,
this textbook explores the role of branding from both a corporate
and a consumer perspective and highlights implications for
employability and future career options. With case studies,
activities, learning objectives and online resources for lecturers,
this book is an ideal accompaniment for undergraduates, post
graduates or students who have never studied branding before.
Written in an approachable way, it gives readers the basics,
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allowing them to enhance their understanding of the core topics
and advance their study further.
  Handbook of Research on Efficacy and Implementation
of Study Abroad Programs for P-12 Teachers An,
Heejung,2016-11-17 Study abroad programs offer a unique
opportunity for students to immerse themselves within different
cultural backgrounds as they continue to further their education.
By experiencing this first-hand, in-service and pre-service
educators are better prepared to address diversity issues within
their classrooms. The Handbook of Research on Efficacy and
Implementation of Study Abroad Programs for P-12 Teachers
highlights program developments geared towards pre-service and
in-service teachers. Featuring the pedagogical opportunities
available to participants and the challenges encountered during
the development and implementation of study abroad programs,
this publication is a critical reference source for pre-service and
in-service teachers, school administrators, higher education
faculty, educational researchers, and educators in multicultural
and international education programs.
  Pre-Service and In-Service Teacher Education:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Management Association, Information Resources,2018-11-02 As
with any industry, the education sector goes through frequent
changes due to modern technological advancements. It is every
educator’s duty to keep up with these shifting requirements and
alter their teaching style to best fit the needs of their classroom.
Pre-Service and In-Service Teacher Education: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores the current state
of pre-service teacher programs as well as continuing education
initiatives for in-service educators. It also emphasizes the growing
role of technology in teacher skill development and training as
well as key pedagogical developments and methods. Highlighting
a range of topics such as teacher preparation programs, teaching
standards, and fieldwork and practicum experiences, this multi-
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volume book is designed for pre-service teachers, teacher
educators, researchers, professionals, and academics in the
education field.
  Cultural Economies of Locative Media Rowan Wilken,2019
Location, location-awareness, and location data have all become
familiar and increasingly significant parts of our everyday mobile-
mediated experiences. Cultural Economies of Locative Media
examines the ways in which location-based services, such as GPS-
enabled mobile smartphones, are socially, culturally,
economically, and politically produced just as much as they are
technically designed and manufactured. Rowan Wilken explores
the complex interrelationships that mutually define new business
models and the economic factors that emerge around, and
structure, locative media services. Further, he offers readers
insight into the diverse social uses, cultures of consumption, and
policy implications of location, providing a detailed, critical
account of contemporary location-sensitive mobile data. Cultural
Economies of Locative Media delves into the ideas, technologies,
contexts, and power relationships that define this scholarship,
resulting in a rich portrait of locative media in all of its cultural
and economic complexity.
  Practical Java Programming with ChatGPT Alan S.
Bluck,2023-11-03 How to use ChatGPT to write fast validated Java
code KEY FEATURES ● Discover how to leverage Java code
generated with ChatGPT to expedite the development of practical
solutions for everyday programming challenges. ● Gain insight
into the benefits of harnessing AI to elevate your effectiveness as
a software engineer. ● Elevate your professional journey by
significantly boosting your programming efficiency to swiftly
produce reliable; tested code. ● Harness and validate the
potential of ChatGPT; both directly through the ChatGPT Java API
and indirectly by leveraging ChatGPT's Java code generation
capabilities. DESCRIPTION Embark on a Fascinating Journey into
AI-Powered Software Development with ChatGPT. This
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transformative book challenges the conventional speed of
software development by showcasing a diverse array of inquiries
directed at cutting-edge AI tools, including Ask AI, ChatGPT 3.5,
Perplexity AI, Microsoft Bing Chatbot based on ChatGPT 4.0, and
the Phed mobile app. Diving deep into the integration of Java and
ChatGPT, this book provides readers with a comprehensive
understanding of their synergy in programming. Each carefully
crafted question serves as a testament to ChatGPT's exceptional
ability to swiftly generate Java programs. The resulting code
undergoes rigorous validation using the latest open-source
Eclipse IDE and the Java language, empowering readers to craft
efficient code in a fraction of the usual time. The journey doesn't
end there—this book looks ahead to the promising future of
ChatGPT, unveiling exciting potential enhancements planned by
OpenAI. These innovations are poised to usher in even more
formidable AI-driven capabilities for software development.
WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ● Develop NLP Solutions in Java for
Mathematical, Content, and Sentiment Analysis. ● Seamlessly
Integrate ChatGPT with Java via OpenAI API. ● Harness AI-
Powered Code Snippet Generation and Intelligent Code
Suggestions. ● Leverage Rapid Idea Prototyping and Validation in
Java Development. ● Empower the Creation of Tailored Java
Applications. ● Enhance Efficiency and Expedite Prototyping with
Instant AI Insights. WHO IS THIS BOOK FOR? This book is
tailored for Java Programmers, IT consultants, Systems and
Solution Architects with fundamental IT knowledge. It offers
practical templates for Java programming solutions, complete
with ChatGPT-powered examples. These templates empower
Developers working on data processing, mathematical analysis,
and document management, facilitating implementations for
industries such as Manufacturing, Banking, and Insurance
Companies. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Getting Started with
ChatGPT 2. Java Programming – Best Practices as Stated by
ChatGPT 3. Developing Java Code for Utilizing the ChatGPT API
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4. Java Program for Using Binary Search 5. Installation of the
Latest Open-source Eclipse Java IDE 6. ChatGPT Generated Java
Code for Fourier Analysis 7. ChatGPT Generated Java Code for
the Fast Fourier Transform 8. ChatGPT Generated Java Code for
Indexing a Document 9. ChatGPT-Generated Java Code for
Saltikov Particle Distribution 10. ChatGPT-Generated Java Code
to Invert a Triangular Matrix 11. ChatGPT Generated Java Code
to Store a Document in the IBM FileNet System 12. Conclusions
and the Future of ChatGPT for Program Development 13.
Appendices for Additional Questions Index
  Blockchain Stephen B. Young Ph.D.,2022-08-01 Most
economic progress can be traced to some changes in technologies
such as team engine, electric power, computers and internet,
robotics, artificial intelligence, big data, and others. Technology
moves fast! So fast that often times we miss opportunities; look at
companies that went bankrupt because of not upgrading
technology—Toys “R” Us, Kodak, Polaroid, Tower Records,
Blockbuster, Compaq, and others. How many of you missed
Microsoft, Apple, Facebook, and the many new technologies that
are being developed now. You need to take a step ahead and walk
with the revolutionary technologies where Blockchain is one
among the leaders. Do not miss Blockchain. Learn Blockchain
technology while it is still in its infancy. Participate in the
development and rewards of this technology. Business is about
transactions. Blockchain makes business transactions safer,
easier, and less expensive. Blockchain will allow you to
participate in the growth of all economies by allowing you to be
compensated for all their personal activities (generating personal
data) that have value. Blockchain is a universal infrastructure
that can store or transfer information anywhere in the world.
Blockchain integrates smoothly with existing systems and
processes, making the technology viable for global
implementation. This technology will have the greatest impact on
businesses than any new technology that is being developed.
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Read, learn, and reward yourself with knowledge that has value.
With over 200 percent year-on-year job growth in blockchain
since 2015, now is the time to advance into blockchain-enabled
businesses.
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